Venom Carbon is a Brand under Innovative Composite Technologies, LCC which is a US based family-owned technical textile weaver focused on premium, high quality, and competitively priced composite products; carbon and other composite fabrics, chopped carbon, resins, and consumables.

Venom Carbon owns trademarks and other intellectual property rights covering a wide range of products. As Venom Carbon has built up a reputation in its marks and products over a number of years, we are determined to protect our intellectual property in the most effective way possible. Accordingly, Venom Carbon will remove infringing listings from this and other online platforms to protect these valuable rights.

For additional information about our products or intellectual property rights, please contact:

Venom Carbon

Trademark registration number: 6024528

201 North Main St, Catawba, NC 28609

Email: Sales@venomcarbon.com

If you find an auction or listing that you suspect is counterfeit or unauthorized, please let us know.